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Abstract

In this report some examples on system identi�cation of non�linear
systems with neural networks are presented� The systems being identi�
�ed all have di�erent kinds of non�linearities� more or less known� The
examples in this paper show that these non�linearities can be success�
fully modeled by non�linear models based on neural networks�

� Introduction

In system identi�cation it is of great importance to choose an appropri�
ate model structure� This becomes especially important for non�linear
systems� Neural networks �NN� have shown to be successful in many
such situations� In this report three examples are given where good
non�linear models based on NN are developed�

In most identi�cation problems there is some prior knowledge avail�
able which gives guidelines on how the model should be chosen� In
some cases this prior su	ces for physical modelling� but in other cases
it only gives some clues on how a black box model could be chosen�
In this report some examples of identi�cation with NN are given� In
each example there is a fairly good knowledge about the type of non�
linearity� In that way this will give some examples of what kind of
non�linearities that can be successfully modeled by NN�

The following systems will be considered

� A DC�engine


In most cases a DC engine can be successfully described with a
linear model and it is not self�evident that there is something to
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gain with a non�linear model� However� we will show an example
where the engine is operating in its �linear� region and still there
are non�linearities which can be modeled by a NN�

� A solar�heated house


This is a thermodynamic system of which the fundamental rela�
tionships are known� Hence� physical model building can be used
and shows that the system is basically inuenced by the product
of the two input signals� This knowledge can be used directly�
but we will try to have a NN to model this relationship�

� A continuous ow system


In a continuous ow system the varying ow and volume inuence
the delay in the system� If these variables are known one can
calculate the compensation� Here we will try another approach�
a NN model shall be used to estimate this compensation using
the ow�volume ratio as an additional input signal�

The NN model structure used in the examples is

�y�tj�� �

nX

k��

�k���k��t� � �k� ���

where � is the parameter vector consisting of all parameters �k� �k and
�k� and ��x� is given by

��x� �
�

� � e�x
���

The regressor ��t� consists of past input� and output values and in
analogy with the linear ARX model this NN based model is called
NNARX model� Except the choice of regressor� also the number of
units� n� has to be decided upon� More units corresponds to a more
exible function so this parameter decides �how non�linear� function
can be approximated� See Sj�oberg ������ for more information about
non�linear models based on NN�

� A DC�engine

Consider the data from a DC�engine shown in Figure �� The input
signal is the applied voltage and the output signal is the speed of the
engine� By physical modeling this system can be described by the
linear model

GDC �
�

s � �
���

where � and � are parameters to be identi�ed from the data�
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Figure �� Input and output signals of the DC�engine�

Sampling the model gives the discrete time model

y�t� � �a y�t� �� � b u�t� �� ���

Using the �rst one hundred data for identi�cation gives the following
parameters and standard deviations for an ARX model

�� present�th�

This matrix was created by the command ARX on ��� ���	

at �
��� Loss fcn� ����� Akaike�s FPE� ������ Sampling

interval � The polynomial coefficients and their standard

deviations are

B �

� ���	�

� �����

A �

����� ��	���

� �����

In Figure � this linear model is simulated on the second half of the data
set� the validation data� and compared to the true output� This linear
model reproduces the output data very well and it is almost impossible
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Figure �� Validation of the linear model� simulated output signal and true
output signal on validation data�

to see the di�erence between the simulated and the true signal� Hence�
one can hardly expect that a nonlinear model could be any better�

However� in Figure � the simulation on validation data for a NNARX
model is shown� It consists of three hidden units and has the same re�
gressor as the linear model� i�e�� na � �� nb � �� and nk � �� Compare
Figures � and �� The nonlinear model outperforms the linear model
considerably and there are obviously some nonlinearities in the system
that is captured by the NN model�

What does this nonlinearity look like� As the regressor consists of
only two components we can plot the model� In Figure � the di�erence
between the linear and the nonlinear function is shown� If y�t � �� is
�xed and only u�t� �� is varying it becomes clearer� See Figure ��

The main non�linearity is in the direction of u�t � ��� It could be
due to a dead�band for the input signal� There is also a nonlinearity
in the direction of y�t� �� which could be due to friction�

To conclude� we have shown an example where a non�linear model
performs considerably better than its linear counterpart which� at the
�rst sight� seems to be already good enough�

� The Solar house

In this section we will identify the solar�heated house shown in Figure ��
The sun heats the air in the solar panel� This air is pumped into the

heat storage which is a box �lled with pebbles� Later� this stored heat
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Figure �� Validation of the NN model of the DC�engine� simulated output
signal and true output signal�
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Figure �� Di�erence between the linear and the nonlinear model�

can be used to heat the house� We are interested to model how solar
radiation and the pump speed a�ect the temperature of the storage�

There are two input signals� the pump speed u�t� and the solar
radiation I�t�� The storage temperature y�t� is the output signal�

This particular problem has earlier been investigated by Ljung
������ and Lindskog and Ljung ������� They use physical knowledge
to transform the problem into linear regression and in the latter they
conclude that the basic relationship is

y�t� � ��y�t� �� � ��u�t� ��I�t� �� ���
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Figure �� Solar�heated house

where �� and �� are unknown parameters�
With NN� however� we will only let the knowledge from the semi�

physical modeling guide us in the choice of the regressor

��t� � �y�t� �� u�t� �� I�t� �� T ���

This regressor will then be used in a NNARX model� The NN model
will have more parameters than the semi�physical model ���� These
additional parameters may cause over�tting� but they also give the
model some freedom to adapt to relationships not encountered in the
semi�physical model�

The inputs and output are shown in Figure � and � �mean�values
subtracted�� The signals were measured every tenth minute over a
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Figure �� Temperature �Co
 of the heat storage�

period of �� hours� The �rst ��! samples �the �rst �! hours� were used
for identi�cation and the remaining data were saved for validation�

The semi�physical model ��� intimates that a linear model is bound
to fail and in Figure � we see the result when a linear ARX model with
the regressor ��� is simulated on the validation data�

The simulation results with NN models of �� � and � hidden units
are shown in Figures �!��� � respectively� Best performance is obtained
with three units and it performs at least as good as the semi�physical
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Figure �� Simulation with a linear ARX model�
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Figure �� Simulation with NNARX model with two hidden units�

model in Lindskog and Ljung �������
This result is encouraging because the work to develop a NN model

directly from data is far less than the e�ort used to develop a physical
model�
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Figure ��� Simulation with NNARX model with three hidden units�
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Figure ��� Simulation with NNARX model with four hidden units�

� Continuous Flow System with Varying

Flow and Volume

A frequently encountered problem in process industry is the estimation
of residence time in a system� The residence time is composed of two
parts� a pure time delay in the system� due to the physical ow� and a
part due to the dynamics of the system�

The model of a sub�plant of a pulp plant� shown in Figure �� will be
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Figure ��� The �ow system�

modeled� It consists of a washing plant divided into three tanks and a
bu�er tank� This particular system is described further in Andersson
and Pucar ������� The largest part of the residence time originates
from the bu�er tank and when the volume and ow through the system
vary� it inuences the system in a non�linear way� Andersson and
Pucar ������ compensates for this by calculating a re�sampling of the
data with a sampling time depending on the ow�volume ratio� This
ow�volume dependent re�sampling is a non�linear transform of the
data� With the transformed data a linear model is built� Together the
re�sampling and the linear model forms a non�linear dynamic model of
the plant�

Here we try to build a non�linear model directly with a NN� The
ow�volume ratio will be used as an additional input signal� This can
be compared to a model based on gain scheduling� the relationship
between input and output can be described by a linear relationship�
but this relationship depends on the speci�c value of the ow�volume
ratio�

The residence time for the material in a linear system with impulse
response h�k� is de�ned as

�res �

P
�

k��
k � h�k�P

�

k��
h�k�

� �
H ����

H���
���

where H�z� is the z�transform of h�k�� Isaksson ������ contains a
general discussion about residence time in ow systems�

The variable of interest is the kappa number� a measure of the
amount of lignin in the �bers� The kappa number is sampled be�
fore the washing plant and after the bu�er tank� These measures form
the input� and output signal of the system� respectively� The sam�
pling ratio is � minutes� The input� and output signals� kappa in and
kappa out� are shown in Figure ��� The time delay in the tank depends
primarily on the ow�level ratio which is shown in Figure ���

Samples �!! 
 �!!! were used for the identi�cation and �!!� 
 ��!�
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Figure �	� The entity which in�uences the delay and the dynamics�
Flow�Level

were saved for validation� The �rst �!! samples were discarged because
they were collected at a ow�volume ratio which does not occur later
in the data sequence� If these data were included it would imply that
the �t was concentrated to a region where it would not be validated�

The best linear ARX model was obtained with the structural pa�
rameters na � �� nb � � and nk � ��� To allow the model to com�
pensate for varying time delay two more delayed inputs were added�
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Figure ��� Simulation of a linear model with only Kappa in as input signal�
Solid line� simulated kappa out� Dashed line� measured kappa out�

u�t � �� and u�t � ���� Without these additional delayed inputs the
delay would be �xed to �� samples� The chosen model can now capture
di�erent delays by emphasizing the inuence of one of this new inputs
in di�erent regions of ow�volume ratio�

In Figure �� an ARX model with this structure is simulated on
validation data� Notice that the model does not compensate for the
varying time delay� In the beginning of the simulation the true output
is shifted relative to the simulated output�

We now turn to a NN model and use the ow�level ratio as an
additional input signal� In Figure �� the obtained NN model �� hidden
units� is simulated on validation data� It performs well and succeeds
to compensate for the varying time delay� The performance is at least
as good as that reported in Andersson and Pucar �������

Let us investigate this NN model a bit closer� It can be linearized at
di�erent ow�level ratios and in Figures �� and �� it is shown how the
parameters of the denominator and numerator change for the linearized
model as the ow�level change�

It is clearly seen that the changes of the parameters of the numer�
ator are correlated with the ow�volume ratio� When the ratio is high
then the parameters corresponding to a smaller delay become larger
and vice versa� It cannot be explained by physical knowledge why
u�t� �� gives a negative contribution�

From Figure �� the parameters of the denominator do not seem to
change very much� If we instead look at the poles� shown in Figure �!
the changes become more evident�
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Figure ��� Simulation of NN model with Kappa in and �ow�level as input
signals� Solid line� simulated kappa out� Dashed line� measured kappa out�
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Figure ��� The parameters of the denominator of the linearized model at
present �ow�volume ratio�

The linearized model can now be used to estimate the residence
time by ����� This estimated residence time is well correlated to the
ow�volume ratio in Figure �� except at the beginning of the sequence
where the residence time is over�estimated� It is however natural that
the �rst �� samples give unreliable estimates since u�t���� is included
in the regressor and no entire regressor is available for the �rst ��
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Figure ��� The parameters of the numerator of the linearized model at
present �ow�volume ratio�
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Figure �� The poles of the linearized model at di�erent �ow�volume ratio�
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samples of the data record�
Over all the estimated residence time is somewhat lower than that

reported in Andersson and Pucar �������
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Figure ��� Estimated residence time in hours�
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